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ORANGE IS LAUNCHING SEASON 2 OF Y AFRICA THE TV SHOW FOR AFRICAN
CULTURE
SPOTLIGHT EMERGING ARTISTS

Paris, Washington DC, Zanzibar, 30.03.2021, 19:31 Time

USPA NEWS - Building on the success of season 1, “Y´Africa“� is returning this autumn with a new season, which will be broadcast
on fifteen African national channels, on YouTube and adapted as a podcast. Painters, photographers, sculptors, choreographers,
stylists and musicians - African culture is packed with young talent from a wide range of disciplines. “Y´Africa“�, a contraction of
“Africa Ya lelo“� or “Africa today“� in Lingala, is a TV series which puts emerging artists in the spotlight.
Each episode presents a portrait of three artists who tell their story through their work, while acting as a guide to the cities where they
live.

Developed by Orange (https://oran.ge/2QIesRe), the program aims to offer African culture, in all its forms, an opportunity to shine and
to strengthen the local presence of the Orange (www.Orange.com) brand in Africa.
SESSION 1 HIGHLIGHTED THE DIVERSITY OF AFRICAN TALENT------------------------------------------------------------
Launched on February 6, season 1 of “Y´Africa“� revealed the journeys of thirty-nine artists from ten different countries through
thirteen episodes (each twenty-six minutes long). The documentary series was broadcast in 2020 on television channels in fifteen
African countries. The influencer [1] campaign carried out by Totem Experience, and a team of thirty-four, generated over 13 million
post and story views with an exceptional level of engagement - three times the average. -------------
The enthusiasm generated by “Y´Africa“� on television and on the web led us to decline the first season in two original spin-offs this
spring:

“¢ Short portraits of the thirty-nine artists will be available on the Orange YouTube channel (https://bit.ly/3dmD0Hh).
“¢ The thirteen television episodes will be adapted into a podcast which will be available on all the usual platforms.
The positive feedback, in the form of audience engagement on social networks and the enthusiasm of African TV channels,
encouraged Orange to go again with a second season.
LAUNCH OF SEASON 2----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Season 2 of “Y´Africa“� will be made up of eight new episodes (each twenty-six minutes long) presenting twenty-four artists from
eight different countries: Botswana, Côte d´Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Morocco, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Tunisia. The
executive producer will once again be Fame Productions, and it will be directed by Dan Assayag. The concept remains the same: a
dive into the journey of each artist who, through their portrait, also acts a guide to their city.
It is due to be broadcast in the same fifteen countries from fall 2021. Season 2 of “Y´Africa“� will also receive a special broadcast on
the Orange YouTube Channel. Additional exclusive content (long sequences, making-of, podcasts, etc.) will also be available online.
BEATRICE MANDINE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS ENGAGEMENT BRAND-------------------
Beatrice Mandine, Executive Director of Communications, Engagement and Brand: stated “I am delighted with the success of the first
season of Y´Africa which drew a wide audience to these artist portraits and generated plenty of attention on social networks. This
original concept proved its value through the quality of its content, a wide choice of artists and the emotions it inspired in viewers.
Building on the very positive feedback we received, we are pressing ahead and are starting shooting for season 2.“� Alioune Ndiaye,
CEO of Orange Africa and the Middle East, continues explained : “The first season of Y´Africa was a great success. This audiovisual
program showcases the richness of cultures and the creativity of African youth. The season 2 will enable us to discover new talented
artists, I am looking forward to listening their testimonies“�.
[1] From January 21 to June 28, 2020 on Facebook and Instagram in ten countries (CI Mar Sen Tu Cam Mal Bur Gui Mada DRC).
Source: Orange.

ABOUT ORANGE -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Orange is one of the world´s leading telecommunications carriers with a turnover of €42.3 billion in 2020 and 142,000 employees as at



31 December 2020, of whom 82,000 are in France. The Group has a total customer base of 259 million customers worldwide at
Thursday, December 31, 2020, including 214 million mobile customers and 22 million fixed broadband customers. The Group is
present in 26 countries. Orange is also a leading provider of global IT and telecommunication services to multinational companies,
under the brand Orange Business Services. In December 2019, the Group presented its new "Engage 2025" strategic plan, which,
guided by social and environmental accountability, aims to reinvent its operator model. While accelerating in growth areas and placing
data and AI at the heart of its innovation model, the Group will be an attractive and responsible employer, adapted to emerging
professions. Orange is listed on Euronext Paris (symbol ORA) and on the New York Stock Exchange (symbol ORAN). To find out
more (online and via your mobile device), go to: www.Orange.com, www.Orange-Business.com or to follow us on Twitter:
@orangegrouppr. Orange and any other Orange product or service names included in this material are trademarks of Orange or
Orange Brand Services Limited. Source: Orange Group
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